We describe several protein sequence statistics designed to evaluate distinctive attributes of residue content and arrangement in primary structure. As per the global consideration, the compositional biases of clustering different residue types (charged residues, hydrophobic residues) of long runs of charged or uncharged residues, periodic patterns, counts and distribution of homooligopeptides, and unusual spacing between particular residue types. The computer program SEQUANA (statistical analysis of protein sequences) calculates all the statistics for any individual protein sequence input and is available for the WINDOWS environment through electronic mail on request to csvinobha@gmail.com
Introduction
Advances in sequencing technology have taken the number of available sequences in database to unprecedented levels [1] . But unfortunately, the determination ability of the sequence of a particular gene does not accompany by an equally impressive gain in our ability to achieve insights into the biological function (including molecular and cellular) of these sequences [2, 3] . Living organisms are the product of a complex interplay of cellular processes. These processes are controlled through the interactions of molecules within and between cells [4, 5] . Much progress has been made in understanding the details of these phenomena through basic research in many areas of experimental biology [6] . Several protein sequence analysis algorithms are based on properties of amino acid composition, A number of groups have approached this problem by comparing amino acid composition and/or the distributions of pairs (or triplets etc.) of amino acids or nucleotides [7, 8] . Recently, protein search extended this approach to include global characteristics such as sequence length and calculated isoelectric point in addition to amino acid and pair composition. Using an optimized set of weigh for the various measurements, rather inconclusive sequence database searches were performed using multiple sequences as queries. Non-linear mapping of sequence composition data have also been used to cluster large set of sequences [9, 10] .
METHODOLOGY Sequence Collection:
The protein sequences can be downloaded from NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) database. After concern time the protein sequences for the corresponding species are saved in the location as we mentioned.
SEQUANA:
The SEQUANA software was created so as to analyze the protein sequence at the residue level. The software computes compositional analysis for the given input sequence file. It calculates the total number of each amino acid present in every sequences, total number of polar amino acids, total number of non polar amino acids, and the net charge of each protein sequence for every species. The average values for each amino acid were determined using MS Excel worksheet. Using the average value, the graph was drawn which was available in the Excel worksheet.
Data input:
The downloaded Sequence file and the execution of the SEQUANA software kept in the same directory makes the software work conveniently.
We can save the protein sequence either in the notepad format or word document file; it's according to our convenience.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The protein sequences are analyzed for the following species, Human, E.Coli, Yeast and Virus. The sequences are directly downloaded from the ftp website of NCBI. The protein sequences having the extensions .faa are downloaded and it was analyzed using the SEQUANA software. All the proteins are computed by SEQUANA software and the results contains amino acid composition, total number of residues, total number of positive charged amino acids, total number of negative charged amino acids and fraction of each amino acid residues. Using the fraction value of each amino acid, graph was drawn in MS-Excel worksheet. The graph briefly explains the probability of each amino acid residue. Greater the probability will be the greater standard deviation. This shows that the positively charged (non polar) amino acids have either more or less probability whereas the negatively charged (polar) amino acids have either more or moderate probability. 
Comparison of Human proteins with that of E.Coli, Yeast and Virus
Comparison of protein sequences is the major part, so the compositional analysis is done by means of the SEQUANA software for Human along with E.Coli, Yeast and Virus. The average values for each amino acid within the protein sequences of Human, E.Coli, Yeast and Virus were determined using MS Excel worksheet. The graph corresponding to the average values were also represented. . The graph shows, the proteins of different species either they are closer to each other or deviated from one another. The proteins of species that were taken for analysis were follows almost same trend, only slight variation from one another. Especially the amino acid present in Virus, shows that either it has more probable or lesser probable, but it almost starts and ends at equal probable to other amino acids present in Human, E.Coli and Yeast.
Conclusion
We conclude that the amino acids distribution shows that the Virus sequences are having (i) larger (size) hydrophobic groups are less and (ii) smaller (size) hydrophobic groups are greater. The distribution of amino acids in E.Coli and Human are almost same with very slight variation whereas the Yeast having different distribution compared to Human. 
